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Abstract Simile, a special type of metaphor, can help peo-
ple to express their ideas more clearly. Simile component
extraction is to extract tenors and vehicles from sentences.
This task has a realistic significance since it is useful for
building cognitive knowledge base. With the development
of deep neural networks, researchers begin to apply neural
models to component extraction. Simile components should
be in cross-domain. According to our observations, words
in cross-domain always have a different concept. Thus, con-
cept is important when identifying whether two words are
simile components or not. However, existing models do not
integrate concept into their models. It is difficult for these
models to identify the concept of a word. What’s more, cor-
pus about simile component extraction is limited. There are
a number of rare words or unseen words and the represen-
tations of these words are always nor proper enough. Exit-
ing models can hardly extract simile components accurately
when there are low frequency words in sentences. To solve
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these problems, we propose a Hybrid Representation based
Component Extraction (HRCE) model. Each word in HRCE
is represented in three different levels: word level, concept
level and character level. Concept representations (repre-
sentations in concept level) can help HRCE to identify the
words in cross-domain more accurately. Moreover, with the
help of character representations (representations in charac-
ter levels), HRCE can represent the meaning of a word more
properly since words are consisted of characters and these
characters can partly represent the meaning of words. We
conduct experiments to compare the performance between
HRCE and existing models. The experiment results show
that HRCE significantly outperforms current models.
Keywords Simile component · Concept · Character
1 Introduction
Metaphor is commonly used in human conversations and
literatures. It is as a matter of cross-domain mappings in
conceptual structure which are expressed in language [21].
Metaphor can help people to express their ideas more accu-
rately. Moreover, people can understand the thought of other
people more easily with the help of metaphor. Interpreting
metaphors is an integral and inescapable process in human
understanding of natural language [5]. Therefore, there are
growing researches about metaphor analyses [15, 21, 30].
Researchers begin to analyze metaphor by recognizing
simile [21]. Simile is a special type of metaphor. There are
explicit markers (e.g. “as”, “like”) which are also known as
comparators [12] in simile sentences. With the help of com-
parators, it is more clear for people to recognize whether a
sentence is a simile sentence or not. Simile recognition is
important for machines to understand natural language.
With the development of deep neural networks (DNNs),
DNNs begin to be applied to simile recognition [21]. These
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Fig. 1 Sentences with Comparators
experiment results show that DNNs can have a better per-
formance than rule-based and feature-based methods [21].
There are two tasks in simile recognition: simile sentence
classification and simile component extraction. Simile sen-
tence classification is to identify whether a sentence is a sim-
ile sentence, while simile component extraction is to extract
simile components from sentences. In this work, we focus
on the simile component extraction task. Simile component
extraction, which is potentially useful for building cognitive
knowledge base, has a realistic significance [21].
Currently, it is still challenging to extract simile compo-
nents from sentences accurately. A sentence with compara-
tors may not be a simile sentence. It can be regarded as a
simile sentence when there is a cross-domain mapping in
the sentence. We show two examples in Fig. 1. Both of the
sentences contain comparators (“as” and “like”). In Fig. 1
(a), the concept of “he” is “human” while the concept of
“bee” is “insect”. There is a cross-domain mapping in the
concepts of these two words. Thus, “he” and “insect” are
simile components in this sentence. However, in Fig. 1 (b),
both the concept of “he” and “father” are “human”. These
two words are in the same concept domain. This sentence
is a literal sentence (not a simile sentence). Thus, these two
words are not simile components. The concept of a word
is important when identifying whether two words are in the
same domain. However, existing models [21] use word em-
beddings to represent words. These models can hardly cap-
ture the concept of a word. We consider that if a model can
represent a word with its concept information, this model
will extract simile components more accurately.
Existing corpus about simile component extraction is
limited. A number of words seldom appear in the corpus.
Moreover, models may even meet unseen words when test-
ing. The word embeddings of rare words or unseen words
can not be trained sufficiently. These word embeddings can
hardly present their meanings. Therefore, it is difficult for
existing models to extract simile components which are con-
sisted of rare words or unseen words. A word is consisted of
characters. These characters can partly indicate the meaning
of the word. If a model can use character representations to
enrich the representation of each word, these representations
will capture the meaning of this word more accurately.
To solve these problems, we propose a Hybrid Repre-
sentation based Component Extraction (HRCE) model. In
HRCE, each word is represented in three different levels:
word level, concept level and character level. The represen-
tations in concept level can help HRCE to identify whether
two words are in the same domain more accurately. The rep-
resentations in character level can help HRCE to capture the
meaning of rare words or unseen words. In this way, HRCE
can extract simile components more accurately.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
– We integrate concept representations (representations in
concept level) to enrich the performance of word repre-
sentations. We propose a Hybrid Representation based
Component Extraction (HRCE) model to extract simile
components in sentences based on the representations.
In this way, HRCE can be aware of the concept of each
word. Thus, it can identify whether two words are in the
same domain more accurately.
– According to our observations, existing extraction mod-
els can hardly extract simile components which are con-
sisted of rare words or unseen words correctly. Thus,
we further integrate character representations (represen-
tations in character level) in the word representations.
Character representations can help HRCE to represent
rare words and unseen words more properly. In this way,
HRCE can extract simile components more accurately.
– We conduct experiments to compare the performance
between HRCE and current extraction models. Our ex-
periment results show that HRCE significantly outper-
forms existing models.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we in-
troduce the related works of metaphor and simile. We elab-
orate the details of our models in section 3. We illustrate our
experiments in section 4. Finally, we draw our conclusions
in section 5.
2 Related Work
2.1 Metaphor Analysis
There are growing researches about metaphor analyses in
recent years [21]. Metaphor analysis often contains three
tasks [21]: metaphor recognition, metaphor explanation and
metaphor generation [15, 30]. Simile is a special type of
metaphor which contains comparators. Comparators make
the metaphorical parts more easy to be located [21].
In the early stage, researchers use rule-based methods
or feature-based methods to recognize simile sentences [18,
24, 35]. Niculae and Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil [24] use a
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series of linguistic cues as features to distinguish a compar-
ison from figurative or literal in product reviews. Veale and
Hao [35] describe how the category-defining knowledge re-
quired by metaphor can be acquired from exposure to ex-
plicit similes. They demonstrate that this knowledge offers a
richer and more diagnostic picture of category structure than
that acquired from alternate sources [35]. Li et al. [18] pro-
pose a feature-based method for Chinese simile recognition
and evaluate their methods on a small dataset. Veale [34]
build a lexical stereotype model from similes. They con-
struct the stereotype-based lexicon in two stages [34]. For
the first layer, a large collection of stereotypical descriptions
is harvested from the web [34]. For the second layer, they
link these common-sense qualities in a support graph [34].
Qadir et al. [26] use lexical features, semantic features and
sentiment features to infer the affective polarity of simile
in twitters to build classifiers. Qadir et al. [27] infer im-
plicit properties by using syntactic structure, dictionary def-
initions, statistical co-occurrence and word embeddings.
Recently, researchers begin to use neural networks in
simile recognition. Liu et al. [21] build a Chinese dataset
of simile recognition which is consisted of sentences which
containing a comparator. Moreover, inspired by the thought
of multitask learning [4, 23], Liu et al. [21] further pro-
pose a neural multitask learning framework jointly optimiz-
ing three tasks: simile sentence classification, simile compo-
nent extraction and language modeling. Their experimental
results show that the neural network based approaches can
outperform all rule-based and feature-based baselines [21].
What’s more, both simile sentence classification and sim-
ile component extraction can benefit from multitask learn-
ing [21]. However, they do not integrate concept into their
models to improve the performance of their models.
2.2 Sequence Labeling
In this article, we focus on simile component extraction.
Simile component extraction is considered as a sequence
labeling task [21]. In recent years, researchers propose a
number of model which are successfully applied to various
sequence labeling tasks [9, 10, 36] (e.g. chunking, part-of-
speech (POS) tagging and named entity recognition (NER)).
Huang et al. [14] use BiLSTM for word-level represen-
tations and CRF for jointly label decoding. They combine
their neural network model with handcrafted features to im-
prove their performance. Therefore, their model is not an
end-to-end system. Lample et al. [16] further introduce a hi-
erarchy structure by incorporating BiLSTM-based character
embeddings. Their models rely on two sources of informa-
tion: character-based word representations learned from the
supervised corpus and unsupervised word representations
learned from unannotated corpora. Liu et al. [20] propose
Knowledge Augmented Language Model (KALM). It is a
language model with access to information available in a
knowledge base. In addition to improving language mod-
eling performance, KALM learns to recognize named en-
tities in an entirely unsupervised way by using entity type
information latent in the model. Inspired by the thought of
multi-task learning [6], Rei [28] proposes a labeling frame-
work with a secondary training objective: learning to predict
surrounding words for every word in the dataset. This ob-
jective incentivises the system to learn general-purpose pat-
terns of semantic and syntactic composition. Rei [28] con-
siders that these patterns are useful for improving accuracy
on sequence labeling tasks. Strzyz et al. [32] use sequence
labeling for constituency [11] and dependency parsing [33]
combined with multi-task learning to learn across syntactic
representations. They show that adding a parsing paradigm
as an auxiliary loss consistently improves the performance
on the other paradigm. What’s more, they further demon-
strate that a single multi-task learning model following their
strategy can robustly produce constituency and dependency
trees. This model obtains a performance and speed compara-
ble with previous sequence labeling models for constituency
and dependency parsing [32]. Chen and Moschitti [7] pro-
pose an approach for transferring the knowledge of a neural
model for sequence labeling, learned from the source do-
main, to a new model trained on a target domain, where new
label categories appear. Wiseman and Stratos [37] show that
they can perform accurate sequence labeling by explicitly
copying labels from retrieved neighbors. What’s more, they
can achieve impressive performance in zero-shot sequence-
labeling tasks since this copying is label-agnostic. Alzaidy
et al. [3] address the keyphrase extraction problem as se-
quence labeling. They propose a model that jointly exploits
the complementary strengths of Conditional Random Fields
that capture label dependencies through a transition parame-
ter matrix consisting of the transition probabilities from one
label to the neighboring label, and Bidirectional Long Short
Term Memory networks that capture hidden semantics in
text through the long distance dependencies [3].
A number of works move away from the original “one
word, one embedding” paradigm to investigate contextual-
ized embedding models [1, 2, 25]. Akbik et al. [1] lever-
age the internal states of a trained character language model
to produce a novel type of word embedding. These embed-
dings are contextualized by their surrounding text. Thus, the
same word will have different embeddings depending on its
contextual use. Peters et al. [25] consider that the recurrent
network that operates on word-level representations to pro-
duce context sensitive representations is trained on relatively
little labeled data. Thus, they demonstrate a general semi-
supervised approach for adding pretrained context embed-
dings from bidirectional language models to NLP systems
and apply it to sequence labeling tasks [25]. Akbik et al. [2]
consider that purely character-based approaches struggle to
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produce meaningful embeddings if a rare string is used in a
underspecified context. To solve this problem, they dynam-
ically aggregate contextualized embeddings of each unique
string that they encounter. Then, they use a pooling opera-
tion to distill a global word representation from all contex-
tualized instances [2].
3 Model
Existing models use word embeddings to be the represen-
tations of each word. These representations will lead two
problems. 1) Simile components should be in cross-domain.
Concepts can help extraction models to identify whether two
words are in the same domain or not. However, word embed-
dings do not represent the concept of each word. Thus, ex-
isting models can hardly identify extract simile components
accurately since teh lost of concept information. 2) The em-
beddings of rare words or unseen words can not be trained
sufficiently. These insufficiently-trained embeddings always
fail to represent a word properly. Therefore, it is difficult for
existing models to label these words incorrectly.
To solve these problems, we propose a Hybrid Repre-
sentation based Component Extraction (HRCE) model. For
the problem of missing concept, we integrate the concept
of each word into HRCE. According to our observations,
words in the same domain always have similar concepts.
Therefore, HRCE can identify the words in cross-domain
more accurately with the concept information.
For the insufficiently-trained embeddings of rare word
or unseen words, we integrate character representations into
HRCE. Words are consisted of character sequences. These
sequences can partly indicate the meaning of correspond-
ing words. With the help of character representations, HRCE
can capture the meaning of a word more properly. It can help
HRCE to extract simile components more accurately.
The general structure of HRCE is shown in Fig. 2. HRCE
represents a word in three levels: word level, concept level
and character level. The representations in word level are
word embeddings which are denoted as ew(wt) in Fig. 2
(wt is the t-th word in the sentence). The representations in
concept level and character level are denoted as rcon.(wt)
and rchar(wt) respectively.
3.1 Task Description
Simile, a special type of metaphor, is as a matter of cross-
domain mappings in conceptual structure [21]. It is a map-
ping between target and resource. The target, which is also
known as tenor is the subject to which attributes are as-
cribed [21]. The resource, which is also known as vehicle
is the object whose attributes are borrowed [21]. There are
explicit markers (e.g. “as”, “like”) in simile sentences. These
markers are always denoted as comparators [12]. The com-
parators make people more easy to locate the tenors and the
vehicles. However, a sentence with comparators may not be
a simile sentence, since there may be no cross-domain con-
cept mappings in the sentences.
Simile component extraction is one of the tasks in simile
recognition. Given a sentence S = (w1, w2, ..., w|S|), wt is
the t-th word and |S| is the size of S. If S is a simile sen-
tence, an extraction model needs to extract the tenors and
vehicles from S. It should be noted that both tenors and ve-
hicles may be phrases (consisted of more than a word).
The identifying of simile components is same with se-
quence labeling tasks (e.g. NER, chunking). Therefore, fol-
lowing the previous work [21], we also consider this task as
a sequence labeling problem. Our extraction model identi-
fies simile components by giving a label to each word.
3.2 Proposed Model
In HRCE, each word is represented in three different levels:
word level, concept level and character level. The represen-
tations in word level are word embeddings. Word embed-
dings are widely used in NLP tasks [17, 19, 29]. They are
usually initialized randomly and adjust along with training.
We denote the representations in concept level as con-
cept representations. We use CN-Probase1 to extract the
concept of each word. Words in CN-Probase are represented
as concept collections. We denote the concept collection of
a word wt as Cˆt = {(cˆt1, aˆt1), (cˆt2, aˆt2), ..., (cˆt|C|, aˆt|C|)}. cˆti is
one of the concepts which wt may indicate. aˆti is the weight
of cti. The higher the weight is, the more likely the concept
is indicated. We consider that a concept with higher weight
should be considered more importantly. Thus, we use the
weighted sum of the concept embeddings of a word to be its
concept representation (as shown in Fig. 2). However, the
concept weights given by CN-Probase always have a large
differences. Therefore, we normalize these weights before
using it. The concept representation of wt is calculated ac-
cording to Equation 1.
rcon.(wt) =
|Cˆt|∑
i=1
atiecon.(cˆ
t
i) (1)
where rcon.(wt) is the concept representation ofwt, econ.(cˆti)
is the embedding of the concept cˆti, a
t
i is the weight of each
concept after normalizing and is calculated as follows.
ati = aˆ
t
i/
|Cˆt|∑
j=1
aˆtj (2)
1 http://kw.fudan.edu.cn/cnprobase/search/
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Fig. 2 A Hybrid Representation based Component Extraction (HRCE) Model
We denote the representations in character level as char-
acter representations. In this work, we use Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) to calculate the character repre-
sentations (as shown in Fig. 2). There are two layers in the
CNNs we used: convolutional layer and pooling layer.
Convolutional layers can help HRCE to extract higher
level features from the input matrix [22]. The character se-
quence of the word wt is denoted as Ct = (ct0, c
t
1, ..., c
t
|C|).
Given a filterWf ∈ Rl×m , a feature sci is generated accord-
ing to Equation 3.
sci = gc(Wf · [echar(cˆti) : echar(cˆti+l−1 + bf )]) (3)
where bf is a bias term, echar(cˆti) is the embedding of the
character cˆti, gc(·) is a ReLU function. This process can be
repeated for various filters.
Then, we use pooling layer to further abstract the fea-
tures generated from convolution layer. In this work, we use
max-pooling operation in the pooling layer. Max-pooling is
to choose the highest value on each dimension of vector to
capture the most important feature. With pooling layers, we
can generate a fixed-length vector from feature maps. This
vector is denoted as rchar(wt). We use rchar(wt) as the
character representation of the word wt.
To capture the representations in three different levels
(word level, concept level and character level), we sum the
representations in three different levels as the new repre-
sentations of words(as shown in Fig. 2). Then, We use Bi-
directional Recurrent Neural Networks (BiRNNs) to capture
the information of the sentence by looking both the past and
the future. It is described in Equation 4.
ht =
−→
h t ⊕←−h t (4)
where ⊕ is a concatenation operation, −→h t and ←−h t are cal-
culated by Equation 5 and 6 respectively.
−→
h t = gr(
−→
h t−1, e(wt) + rcon.(wt) + rchar(wt)) (5)
←−
h t = g
′
r(
←−
h t+1, e(wt) + rcon.(wt) + rchar(wt)) (6)
where e(wt) is the embedding of the t-th word, ht is the
hidden state of the t-th timestep,
−→
h t is the t-th forward hid-
den state while
←−
h t is the t-th backward hidden state, gr(·)
and g′r(·) are non-linear transformations which are always
long-short term memory units (LSTM) [13] or gated recur-
rent units (GRU) [8]. In this work, we use LSTM which is
parameterized as follows.
ft = σ(Wˆfxt + Uˆf hˆt−1 + bˆf )
it = σ(Wˆixt + Uˆihˆt−1 + bˆi)
ot = σ(Wˆoxt + Uˆohˆt−1 + bˆo)
lt = tanh(Wˆcxt + Uˆchˆt−1 + bˆc)
ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ lt
hˆt = ot ◦ tanh(ct)
where σ(·) is a sigmoid function, ◦ is an element wise multi-
plication, xt and hˆt are the input and the hidden state at the
t-th timestep respectively. Wˆf , Wˆi, Wˆo, Wˆc, Uˆf , Uˆi, Uˆo, Uˆc,
bˆf , bˆi, bˆo and bˆc are weighted matrices to be learned.
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Table 1 Statistics of the Dataset
Statistics Train Dev Test
#Sentence 7262 1813 2262
#Simile sentence 3315 786 987
#Literal sentence 3947 1027 1275
#Token 214073 53083 66913
#Unique token 23934 10298 11872
#Tenor 3365 813 1005
#Vehicle 3333 790 996
Maximum sentence length 231 159 348
Average sentence length 29.5 29.3 29.6
Minimum sentence length 5 8 8
We denote the hidden states given by Equation 4 asH =
(h1, h2, ..., h|S|). Suppose that the collections of labels is
L. We denote the labels of words as Y = (y1, y2, ..., y|S|)
where yi ∈ L. We denote ψ(H,Y ) as the score of the se-
quence and it is calculated according to Equation 7.
ψ(H,Y ) =
L∑
t=0
Ayt,yt+1 +
L∑
t=1
Pt,yt (7)
where A ∈ R|L|×|L| is a transition matrix and Ayt,yt+1
records the score of a transition from current tag yt to next
tag yt+1, Pt,yt represents the score of assigning tag yt to xt.
All the scores (Pt,yt ) consist of an emission matrix P =
(p1, p2, ..., pn). Its dimension is n× k. pt is a k-dimension
vector. We use a non-linear transformation to calculate pt as
described in Equation 8.
pt =Wp · tanh(Whht) (8)
where ht is the t-th hidden state in HRCE, Wp and Wh are
weighted matrices to be learned. pt can be seen as a tag score
vector given the current word without considering context
words [21]. The probability of tag sequence Y is:
p(Y |H) = ψ(H,Y )∑
Y ′∈Y˜ e
ψ(H,Y ′) (9)
where Y˜ indicates all possible sequences. In training pro-
cess, the loss function is:
Loss = −log(p(Y |H))
= −ψ(H,Y ) + log
∑
Y ′∈Y˜
eψ(H,Y
′) (10)
where ψ(H,Y ) is calculated according to Equation 7.
4 Experiments
4.1 Dataset
We use the dataset collected by Liu et al. [21]. They collect
more than 20,000 Chinese student essays and label every
sentence as a simile sentence or not. After that, the anno-
tators further annotate boundaries of tenors and vehicles in
simile sentences. The statistics of this dataset is shown in
Table 1. There are 7,262 sentences in the training set, 1,813
sentences in the validation set and 2,262 sentences in the test
set respectively. This dataset is available online2.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics
Vehicles and tenors should be extracted in pairs when ex-
tracting simile components. Thus, we calculate the preci-
sion, recall and F-measure in pairs. These metrics are calcu-
lated according to Equation 11, 12 and 13.
F e1 = 2 · Pe ·Re/(Pe +Re) (11)
Pe = TPe/(TPe + FPe) (12)
Re = TPe/(TPe + FNe) (13)
where Pe and Re are the precision and recall in the extrac-
tion task, TPe is the number of correct vehicle-tenor pairs
which are recognized by models correctly, FPe is the num-
ber of pairs which are recognized by models incorrectly,
FNe is the number of vehicle-tenor pairs which are failed
to be recognized by models.
However, it is difficult to count the vehicles and tenors
in pairs, since there may be more than one vehicle and one
tenor in sentences. Moreover, the number of vehicles and
tenors may be different. To solve this problem, we simplify
the way of counting vehicle-tenor pairs by following previ-
ous works [21]. Suppose that #vehicle and #tenor are the
number of vehicles and tenors in a sentence. The number of
vehicle-tenor pairs (#pair) is calculated by Equation 14.
#pair =
{
0, if #vehicle or #tenor = 0
max(#vehicle,#tenor), else
(14)
When #vehicle and #tenor are both larger than 0, we
use the maximum number between #vehicle and #tenor
as #pair. If one of them is 0, #pair is counted as 0.
In Table 2, we show some cases of counting vehicle-
tenor pairs. In case 1, the number of vehicles is 3, and the
number of tenor is 2. Both two numbers are not 0. Thus,
the number of vehicle-tenor pairs is counted as 3. In case 2,
the numbers of vehicles and tenors are both 4. In this case,
#pair is also counted as 4.
2 https://github.com/cnunlp/Chinese-Simile-Recognition-Dataset
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Table 2 Cases of Calculating Vehicle-Tenor Pairs
ID #vehicle #tenor #pair
1 3 2 3
2 4 4 4
3 0 1 0
4 0 0 0
In simile sentences, there are usually at least one vehicle
and one tenor. However, models may fail to extract any ve-
hicle or tenor from a simile sentence. Thus, there are some
cases whose #vehicle or #tenor is 0. In case 3 (Table 2),
#vehicle is 0. Therefore, #pair is set to be 0. In case 4,
#pair is also 0 when #vehicle and #tenor are both 0.
4.3 Compared Models
In this work, we explore the performance of simile compo-
nent extraction with the following models.
– CRF. Following the previous work [21], we also com-
pare the performance between our model and a CRF
model. The features of this model is extracted with man-
ually templates [21] and include the tokens and their
POS tags within a fixed context window whose size is
set to be 5. The dependency parsing based features are
also used to capture dependencies between words.
– Component Extraction (CE) model. It is the extraction
model proposed by Liu et al. [21]. The input of CE is
word embedding. Then they use a BiLSTM to process
the word embeddings. The hidden states from BiLSTM
are fed into a CRF layer to get labels for each word.
– HRCE. It is the proposed model in this article. HRCE
represents a word in three different views: word level,
concept level and character level.
– HRCE-Char. It is a variant of HRCE. In this model,
each word is represented in word level and character
level. We compare the performance between HRCE and
HRCE-Char to explore the effectiveness of the represen-
tations in concept level.
– HRCE-Con.. It is another variant of HRCE. Words in
this model is represented in two different views: word
level and concept view. Comparing the performance be-
tween HRCE and HRCE-Con. can help us demonstrate
the effectiveness of character representations.
4.4 Experiment Setup
To compare with the models in the work of Liu et al. [21],
we set our experiment settings as closed to the work of Liu
et al. [21] as possible. The number of hidden units is set to
be 128. The dimension of activation layers for simile sen-
tence classification and component extraction are set to be
Table 3 Experiment Results
Model Pe Re F e1
CRF [21] 31.57% 36.98% 34.06%
CE [21] 55.80% 64.89% 59.98%
HRCE-Char 55.91% 70.06% 63.18%
HRCE-Con. 53.35% 70.43% 60.71%
HRCE 56.76% 72.29% 63.58%
*CE [21] 57.41% 70.15% 63.06%
*HRCE 58.24% 70.99% 63.97%
32 and 64 respectively. We use a dropout layer [31] between
the word embedding layer and the bidirectional LSTM layer.
We set the dropout rate as 0.5. We use AdaDelta [38] as
the optimizer. We stop our training when the F-measure in
validation set is no longer increasing more than ten epochs.
Then we use the best performing model in validation set to
be the test model. The learning rate is set to be 1.0. We train
our models with Nvidia GTX 1080Ti. The size of all the
embeddings are set to be 50 and they are initialized from a
uniform distribution [−1, 1]. The height l and the width m
of the filters in CNNs are set to be 1 and 50 respectively. We
extract the top 5 concepts of each word from CN-Probase.
We implement our models with TensorFlow3.
4.5 Experiment Result
4.5.1 Evaluation Result
The experiment results are shown in Table 3. According
to our experiments, HRCE significantly outperforms CE,
HRCE-Char and HRCE-Con. in F e1 (p-value < 0.005).
All the neural models (CE, HRCE-Char, HRCE-Con and
HRCE) outperforms CRF. The F e1 of CRF is 34.06%, while
all the F e1 of neural models are higher than 59%. It demon-
strates that the features extracted by neural networks are
more effective when extracting simile components.
HRCE and its variants get a better performance than CE.
The F e1 of CE is 59.98%. The value of HRCE-Char and
HRCE-Con. are 63.18% and 60.71% respectively. Both of
them are higher than the value of CE. HRCE gets the best
F e1 (63.58%) in our experiments. It shows the effectiveness
of concept representations and character representations.
Although multi-task learning is not our focus, we also
train HRCE along with a language model to explore its per-
formance in multi-task learning. HRCE and the language
model share the weighted matrices in BiRNNs. This model
is denoted as *HRCE in Table 3. The *CE in Table 3 is the
best multi-task model in the work of Liu et al. [21].
In Table 3, the F e1 of *CE is 63.06%. It is 0.52% lower
than the F e1 of our single task model (HRCE). With the help
3 https://tensorflow.google.cn
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of hybrid representations, words are represented more accu-
rately in HRCE. Therefore, HRCE can outperforms the best
multi-task model of Liu et al. [21]. After applying multi-
task learning into our model, the weighted matrices can be
trained more sufficiently. Thus, *HRCE can get 63.97% in
F e1 which is 0.91% higher than the F
e
1 of *CE.
4.5.2 Case Study
To further explore the performance of the models in our ex-
periments, we sample some cases and show them in Fig. 3.
Words in blue square brackets indicate tenors while words in
red square brackets indicate vehicles. The first line in each
case is the target and the numbers in the top right corner are
the word frequencies in the training set.
In case 1, the tenor should be “I” and the vehicle should
be “zongzi”. The word “zongzi” is a rare word and CE fails
to extract it correctly. However, The word “I” is a high fre-
quency word. It appears 4824 times in the training set. CE
also fails to extract such a high frequency word. In HRCE-
Char, it successfully extracts “zongzi” with the help of char-
acter representations. It still fails to extract the word “I”. In
HRCE-Con. and HRCE, both “I” and “zongzi” are success-
fully extracted. The difference between these two models
and other models is that there are concept representations
in these two model. This case can show the effectiveness
of concept representations. Case 2 can also demonstrate the
same result. The sentence in case 2 is a literal sentence.
Thus, there are no tenor or vehicle in this sentence. How-
ever, CE and HRCE-Char label the word “moon” as a tenor
incorrectly. The frequency of the word “moon” is 74 and
it is not a rare word. This problem is solved after integrat-
ing concept information. Both HRCE-Con. and HRCE can
avoid this mistake.
In case 3, the tenor and vehicle should be “internet”
and “drug” respectively. Both “internet” and “drug” are rare
words in the training sets. CE and HRCE-Con. fails to ex-
tract both of them. With the help of character representa-
tions, HRCE-Char and HRCE can extract both of them suc-
cessfully. Similar results can be found in case 4. The tenor
and vehicle are “eyes” and “twins” respectively. The word
“eyes” appears 220 times in the training set. All the com-
pared models except CE can successfully extract the word
“eyes”. However, the word “twins” is an unseen word in the
training set. Only HRCE-Char and HRCE can extract the
word “twins” successfully. Both case 3 and 4 demonstrate
that character representations can help HRCE to extract rare
words and unseen words more accurately.
In all the cases, only HRCE can extract both tenors and
vehicles successfully. Therefore, it is important to integrate
both character representations and concept representations
into simile component extraction models.
5 Conclusion
In this article, we propose a Hybrid Representation based
Component Extraction (HRCE) model to extract the sim-
ile components (tenors and vehicles). Each word in HRCE
is represented as three different levels: word level, concept
level and character level. The representation in concept level
can help HRCE to identify whether two words are in the
same concept domain more accurately. Moreover, the rep-
resentation in character level can help HRCE to label rare
words or unseen words more accurately. We conduct ex-
periments to compare the performance between HRCE and
current extraction model. In our experiments, HRCE signif-
icantly outperforms other compared models. These results
also demonstrate the effectiveness of concept representa-
tions and character representations.
In the future, we will try to further improve the perfor-
mance of extraction model by integrating other information
(e.g. sentence structure). What’s more, it is also interesting
to apply concept representation and character representation
into other metaphor analysis tasks.
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